“Hi Tamara. The band were wonderful. They were really lovely and the music was
great. We had lots of fun and they were definitely a big part of that. Please pass on my
huge thanks for all their help on the night, as well as the music. I didn’t take photos but
my friends will no doubt pass on some. I’ll forward anything that looks good. I have
already passed on your details. So many people commented on how great the band
was. Thank you so much. Regards, Judy” (November 2019)
“Hi Tamara, Blue Wax were fantastic. They worked the room well without being too
intrusive, the sound quality was great as well. Thanks, Andrew”
“Hi Tamara sorry for late reply ..yeah all went great . I had a sax guy play for an hour then
blue wax kicked on .. everyone loved them was plenty of dancing . Haven't got many
photo's back yet ..but here's one with 4 off my kid's ( one couldn't make it ) . Beav's
venue was also fantastic !! Thanks for all your help !!” (May 2019)
“Thanks so much Tamara the night went really well and the band was great. As l was
really busy dancing that night l didn't get any photos but lm sure some will come my way
and l will send them on to you. Thanks once again, Cheers Michelle” (March 2019)
“Hi Tamara, Thanks for everything, the guys were amazing and definitely kept everyone
up on their feet dancing! Will let you know if we have any photos. Thanks again :) Kate”
(Feb 2019)
"Hi Tamara, We had the most perfect day! Blue Wax were just awesome, exactly what
we wanted for a night of fun, singing and dancing. I had lots of guests comment how
great they were! I would recommend them in a heartbeat!
.... Wendy H" (January 2019)
“Hi Tamara, Yes it all went great and everyone loved Blue Wax, the music they chose to
play was perfect. Please thank them for me. Tracey” (Dec 2018)
"Hi Tamara, Yes, the event went very well. Everyone seemed to of had a great time which
was wonderful to see. Blue Wax were fantastic! I heard a lot of great comments from the
staff about them. They also really engaged with the staff. We had quite a few up and
dancing on the night. Please thank Michelle and Nick for us as they did a superb job! And
thank you to you too for recommending them! Cheers, Katherine" (Dec 2018)

"Hi Tamara, thank you so much for recommending Blue Wax Band for my 50th Birthday
celebration. Your recommendation gave me comfort that I was getting a class act and
would cater for my musical likes and also of my guests. From the moment I made
contact with Nick, Michelle and Liam, I knew that I was on a winner. The music was a
beautifully crafted four sets that had the party dancing all night. I can't thank you
enough and would recommend anyone that was looking for professional and local
entertainment, to contact Haze Music. Jamie" (Nov 2018)
“Hi, everything was fantastic! Blue Wax was amazing and we had lots of comments about
how great they were. Nothing was too much trouble for them. I don’t think we got any
pics of the band, but Michelle came and danced and sung with us, she was fabulous! Ill
send a few pics from the party that we’re happy for you to use. Thanks so much for your
help, it was a very easy process, Nat”
“Hi Tamara! Yes everything went well. Thank you!!! Everyone had a fabulous night. I do
have a couple of snaps and a quick video. Thanks again for your help! Made organising
the event so much easier. Cheers, Kelsey”
“Thank-you for your email Tamara. The band were great, very friendly and approachable, would
recommend them and yourself when needing a band. Thanks for making the process so easy. Regards
Paula”
“Hi Tamara, Apologies for the late reply - we went on a short holiday straight after the wedding and
have only just returned home. The band made our evening on the 7th, they were fantastic! All the
guests loved them and kept telling us how amazing they were! I haven’t got any pictures from that part
of the evening yet but will send some over when I do! Please pass on the message to them - they were
just perfect for our wedding and guests!! Cheers, Zoe”
“Good afternoon, There are no words to describe how lucky we were to have blue wax perform for our
wedding night we are so happy and pleased and so greatful to have them for the night thank you so
much everything went perfect! Sarah”
“Hi Tamara, Thanks for your email, we had an amazing weekend! Blue Wax was terrific, thank you for
your recommendation! We also had great feedback from our guests who all got up for a dance. We're
away this week but happy to send through some photos when we get home. Thanks again! Stacey”
(March 2018, Re: Blue Wax Trio)

Hi Tamara,Thank you for your email.The team mentioned the band was fantastic!
J Thank you again for your help. Kind regards, Deanna (December 2017, RE: Blue
Wax)
“Hi Tamara… Blue Wax were awesome on Saturday night - thank you very much for organising
them. They were very professional and skilled at picking up on what the crowd wanted and delivering! I
haven't received the photos as yet, but certainly happy to send some through when I do. Thanks again,
Jen (December 2017, RE: Blue Wax)

Hi Tamara, Thanks so much for Blue Wax. The band was fantastic. Lovely friendly
people with great music that made my birthday a night to remember. I will spread
the word about the band and your company Haze. Thanks Margaret Richardson
(April 2017, RE: Blue Wax)

Hi Tamara, We all had a great night.
I wish I had photos to send you but my phone was away all night. One of my
friends was doing the worm and plenty of people up dancing, even one friend who
was on crutches! It all went very fast but had a great time! Thanks again for your
help.Cheers Karina Potter (March 2017, RE: Blue Wax)

“Please send my thanks on to Blue Wax, they were amazing and very professional.
Nick was great dealing with our AV and last minute changes. Kind Regards,
Caroline” (Feb 2017, RE: Blue Wax)
"Tamara,
Thanks so much!!! ... One of the highlights of the night was the band. All the guest
are talking about them today and about how excellent the song list was that they
played. Cheers, Danica" (Jan 2017, RE: Blue Wax)
“Hi Tamara, Thank you for your assistance with arranging Blue Wax to play at our
Christmas party. It was a fun night and it was great to see that Nick & Michelle
dressed up too! Kind Regards... Karen"
We all had a fantastic night. I have always been a fan of Nick and Michelle and
once again they didn’t disappoint. We look forward to having them with us for New
Year’s Eve.... Thanks Again. Aaron"
(Dec 2016, RE: Blue Wax)

"Thank you, yes EVERYONE was extremely happy with the band. And I’m sure
they would realise that seeing the majority of us were up dancing. Unfortunately I
didn’t take any photos of the evening, but I will check with others and will be
happy to forward any on that I receive. Thanks again, and thanks to Blue Wax for
great entertainment. Merry Christmas! Kind regards... Judy P" (Dec 2016, RE Blue
Wax
“The night was a huge success, everyone really enjoyed Blue Wax! We were all really
happy! Regards Erin V (Dec 2016, RE: Blue Wax)

Hi. They were fantastic. Loved them so much. They worked the crowd so well.
When I find some photos I will give them to u. Thank u.. Claire” (Nov 2016, RE:
Blue Wax)

Hey Tamara!
Blue wax were absolutely incredible! We couldn't have asked for a better band to
entertain us the whole night! Will send through any photos when we get them
:)Sophie x (Oct 2016, Re: Blue Wax)

Fraser and I cannot thank-you enough for the amazing job you did last night. From
start to finish you were amazing! We also would love to thank-you for letting Tim
and Hannah borrow your equipment for our bridal dance. You have no idea how
much that meant to us that they could do that for us! We hope you got plenty to
eat and enjoyed your night, as we certainly had the night of our lives with the best
entertainment!! We will definitely be recommending you guys to everyone we
know that needs a band. Thanks again guys- you were awesome! Lots of
love,Fraser and Sophie Meek XOXO (Oct 2016, RE: Blue Wax)

Hi Tamara, the group were fantastic. Great guys. Thanks for your help. Chris
(Aug 2016 RE: Blue Wax)

The night was a complete success. The band were perfect…. Thanks again.
Chris x (Aug 2016 RE: Blue Wax)

I would like to express my thanks to you for your performance on Kodai and my
special day, the music was wonderful. You did such an amazing job. We all
received many compliments on your wonderful music.Thank you! Kind Regards,
Emma”
(May 2016, RE: Blue Wax Trio)

We are exhausted but everything went wonderfully! It was such an amazing day.
Michelle and the boys were great and I spent most of the night on the dance floor.
If I have any photos I will make sure I send them through. I see some have
already made it there haha!! Marnie xxx (March 2016, RE: Blue Wax Trio)

Hi Tamara,
Everything was perfect. They were very professional while still being friendly and approachable
plus they learnt my first dance song for me which I really appreciated. I didn't get to speak to
them much however my mother in law had a great chat to Michelle and said she was very
lovely. She also advised a few people said to her how great they were and people were asking
how we found them. I guess the best indication of how good it was, was that myself and a large
proportion of my guests were dancing non stop for hours and time flew by. They def created a
great vibe and I'm very happy we chose them for our special night.
Thankyou also for your professionalism and fast replies to my emails. The whole process has
been easy and non stressful (which is what you want when organising a wedding)
Thanks
Reannon” (March 2016, RE: Blue Wax)

"Hi Tamara, yes everything went very well for the day and Blue Wax was very good, no dramas
at all and everyone appreciated them playing a couple of encores at the end of the day. Thanks
again for everything... Ash" (Jan 2016, RE: Blue Wax)

“Blue Wax were great, perfect band for Emma and Kodai's wedding. They even had all our
Japanese guests up dancing. Happy to send through any photos.
Cheers Carolyn” (Dec 2015, RE: Blue Wax)

Yes Blue Wax did a great job Saturday night. Everyone was most impressed particularly with
their willingness to take a few requests! Kind regards, Luke (Dec 2015, RE: Blue Wax)

"Blue Wax were fantastic on Friday night, they are an amazing band. ... Thank you so much
again for all of your help..Kindest Regards,Emily" (Dec 2015, RE: Blue Wax)
“Thank you very much! The band were absolutely fabulous! Please tell them Nath and I are
sorry for not getting to thank them properly at the end of the night. Everyone absolutely loved
them!
We unfortunately don't have any photos of the band at this stage but I will send a couple of us
tomorrow and we are more than happy for it you to use them. Hopefully when we get our
professional photos there will be a couple of photos of the band. Thanks for all your help! Ally
and Nathan” (Dec 2015, RE: Blue Wax)

“Thanks so much for your follow up email. The band were great and they had people up
dancing which was fantastic. You have been very professional from the word get go and the
process was so easy so thank you! We will definitely use your services again if we have another
event down in Victoria. Have a great day J Kind regards,
Tara, Symposium Secretariat” (Oct 2015, Re: Blue Wax)

"Hi Tamara, thank you for the email. Blue Wax was amazing, as per usual. They sure know how
to work the crowd!! All reviews were positive, so please extend our thanks to Blue Wax. And
thank you too, Tamara for organising it all!!... Franchette" (Oct 2015)
"Hi Tamara, Blue Wax were absolutely sensational! Luke and myself and our guests danced the
night away! Many people commented on just how good blue wax are. Thank you for every thing!
Michelle and Luke" (Oct 2015)
"They were fabulous and had the group on their feet, so a big success. A big thank you and
Blue Wax a seamless and professional service delivery!... Kind regards, Melanie" (Sept 2015)
"Blue Wax were amazing, everyone we have seen since has commented on how good they
were! I am still waiting on some photos so I will defiantly send them through when we get
some...Once again a huge thank you for helping us out at the very last minute! Cheers Bec"
(April 2015)
“…Blue Wax were great once again and we had a lovely memorable night….Thank you once
again for providing a great service.Cheers, Rachel” (Feb 2015)
“Everything was perfect! If you could please pass my thanks on to Blue wax it would be much
appreciated! They were fantastic!!!!!Kind regards, Jayde” (Feb 2015)
“Saturday night went very well and Blue Wax were great. We had to shuffle the running sheet
around a bit and they were very accommodating. I would highly recommend them. Thanks for
your help….Eli (Feb 2015)
"Hi, we had blue wax play at our wedding 2 weeks ago, and just want to say how fantastic they
were.. They were very professional, and had everyone up dancing, we had lots of comments
saying how great they were on the night... Thanks...Steve and Anthea" (Jan 2015)

“Dear Blue Wax
thank you so much for making our wedding reception a night we will cherish forever.
the music was amazing and we had such a fabulous time celebrating with all our guests.
We cannot thank you enough.
From Mr & Mrs Beal (Jake and Shakira)” (Jan 2015)

Blue wax was amazing! The party went off without a hitch. Luke and will defiantly be talking to
you in the next few weeks to see if we can't book them for our wedding in October. Thank you
again for being so good to work with. Michelle and Luke (Jan 2015)

“They (Blue Wax) were amazing and we were very impressed! Is there anywhere that we can
review them online? Thank you very much for helping organise them. Cheers, Jacob and
Shakira” (Dec 2014)
“Thank you so much Blue Wax were fantastic on Friday night! J everyone had such a wonderful
night. Thanks so much again,
Emily” (Dec 2014)

“Hi Tamara,
We had a great night, all went well and Blue Wax had everyone on the dance floor most of the
night. Thanks again for you assistance and please pass on my thanks to Blue Wax.
Meredith (Nov 2014)
“Everything was perfect! Blue wax were absolutely fantastic and everyone loved them!!! Thank
you”… Alison (Oct 2014)
“Best. Day. Ever.
I don't need to say much more! We had a great day and everyone got up and danced so I
couldn't have asked for more. Thanks so much, the guys were good fun. Mel (November 2014)
"We were VERY happy with Blue Wax. They sounded great, were entertaining, very friendly and
we really loved having them at our wedding. Everything was handled very professionally in the
lead up to our big day and there is not a thing I would ask to be changed with the experience we
had with you and BlueWax....”
Alicia & Shayne (Oct 2014)
"Thank you so much for your help and suggesting Blue Wax we are extremely happy that they
were apart of are very special night :)we will definatley recommend haze music and Blue Wax…
Melanie G (Sept 2014)

"Blue Wax" are great performers the singing and music was fabulous. A huge variety of songs
were played that kept my guests up dancing and singing along, they had a ball. "Blue Wax"
made my party a great success. I would recommend "Blue Wax" for any function, this is the
second time I have hired them and would not hesitate to hire again. Regards…
Patricia L (July 2014)

“I just wanted to pass on a huge thank you to Blue Wax for their performance at our wedding At
the Heads restaurant. They were amazing and ensured the dance floor was busy all night. They
far surpassed my expectations and we are so glad we booked the drummer as well Thank you
so much for all you help. Kindest”…
Amanda and Lee Emeny (May 2013)

“Just a final email to let you know all went well for Kristen and Adam on Saturday. Blue Wax did
a good job and created lots of inspiration for dancing and fun.Everything went to plan and we
hope everyone enjoyed it as much as we did!!
Our thanks for your assistance. Regards”…
Deb and David on behalf of Kristen and Adam (May 2013)

“Just wanted to send you a quick email to let you know that the band was fabulous!! Thank you
so much, and please pass on our thanks again to Nick and Michelle - they were AMAZING!! We
got so many compliments on the band from guests at the wedding who were all up dancing....it
was everything we could have hoped for! Itmade our day extra special
Kind regards Alicia x”…
Alicia and Martins wedding – Dromoland House (Oct 2012)

' ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS '
Yes, all went very well.
The band of Michelle, Nick and Liam (Blue Wax) are a 'tight' outfit. Michelle has a great range
and warms nicely to the crowd and Nick pulled us together when we had become a little ragged
!. Huge range of numbers thank's again”… Chris
“Wow, what a fantastic day we had last weekend!! EVERYTHING went without a hitch! Even the
weather was kind – not quite as hot as predicted and a lovely sea breeze!! Thank you so much
for recommending Blue Wax to us, they were BRILLIANT!!
The music was fantastic, songs appropriately selected and enthusiastically delivered.
I just wished people got up and started dancing a little earlier, but none the less the band were
enjoyed by all. As you said – not too loud, and the drums certainly added to the whole sound.
They were also great in assisting our MC to “try” to get people to move out to farewell the bride
& groom, but due to the bride and groom not wanting to leave we just went with the flow!!!
THANK YOU SO MUCH!
You have been so good to deal with particularly guiding my decisions when I wasn’t quite sure
what to do! I needed and appreciated that especially!!
Hope we cross paths again somewhere! (I’ve got 3 boys to marry off yet, so who knows!!)
Many thanks”….
Andrea
“Thank you. The Blue Wax trio were delightful to work with from my perspective as an organiser
and of course you made it very easy to book them. Thank you, forks really had a good time that
night. (As a geriatric I sat else where in the peace and quiet!)”… D

Damien and I had our wedding at Dromoland House and we had the Blue Wax 3 piece band
playing for us. We just wanted to say what a brilliant job they did and we were very happy with
there performances. The music they played was great. We would have no hesitation
recommending them to others. If you could please pass on our thanks to them.
Cheers,
Naomi and Damien

Hi Michelle and Nick,
Our apologies for not touching base sooner but we've only just got back from our
honeymoon. Anyways….in case you forgot we had the pleasure of your company back at the
Grand Pacific in Lorne and both Jo and I wanted to sincerely thank you for your brilliant
contribution to our evening… we were rapt with the music on the night, we've had plenty of
feedback on how much people enjoyed your act and we think you played a big part in creating a
fun atmosphere. We couldn't have asked for more.
…We were extremely happy with Blue Wax - They did a fantastic job – their ability to choose
the right song for the right moment was superb.
Thanks again for all your help,
Sarah and William – Werribee Park Mansion
I just wanted to pass on a huge thank you to Blue Wax for their performance at our wedding At
the Heads restaurant. They were amazing and ensured the dance floor was busy all
night. They far surpassed my expectations and we are so glad we booked the drummer as
wellThank you so much for all you help.
Kindest
Amanda and Lee

Dear Nick , Liam and Michelle
Many thanks indeed for a very enjoyable evening. BlueWax was very well received, yet
again. Thank you for the hard work you put in to ensure that the night was so successful …If
you are available next year, I do hope it will be possible for you to play again and, if so, that I
get a chance to publicly thank you for helping add a very important social element to Monash’s
premier leadership program.
Kind regards
David
Lauren wrote: "Thank you so much Nick and Michelle- it was a fabulous night had by all. The
music was amazing- you have a beautiful gift Michelle! Everyone commented on the great
choice if songs! Thanks for letting me 'try' to sing proud Mary. Don't think I was in the right key!
Ha ha thanks again definitely would recommend Blue Wax! "
Lauren and Mitch

"Thanks so much guys for playing for us at house warming on fri night. You guys were
awesome everyone can't stop raving bout the band. I will b deff keeping u in mind for future
functions.
Linda
Just want to say a big thank you to you and the band it was a excellent nite everyone had so
much fun.
Josie & Luke Bendigo

…..A huge thank you to you and Blue Wax for Saturday night. They were fantastic!! Lots of
people got up and danced (which I was worried they may not!). They played the perfect songs
for the crowd – they were great! The music was great.
Please pass on my thanks to them as I didn’t get to say it on the night.
Thanks again.
….Just wanted to send you a quick email to let you know that the band was fabulous!! Thank
you so much, and please pass on our thanks again to Nick and Michelle - they were AMAZING!!
We got so many compliments on the band from guests at the wedding who were all up
dancing….it was everything we could have hoped for!! It made our day extra special :-)
Kind regards Alicia x (Alicia and Martins wedding – Dromoland House)
Krystal Finch commented on BLUE WAX Wedding and Function Duo/Trio's status.
Krystal wrote: "A massive THANKYOU to u both for playing at our wedding ... u guys are
AMAZING!! Everyone was loving it and were saying such great things about u!! U were a
highlight of the night!! Thanks again xxx"
Thank you so much for organising blue wax for our recent wedding! We had the best night! The
music was great and we had lots of compliments! We also had guests wanting there details so
the could have them play at there coming events! Please pass on our heart felt gratitude!
Thanks for the perfect night!
Love from Adam and Sally
Hi Michelle, Nick and Liam
I just wanted to say a quick thank you for doing the music at our reception. It was great, you got
the crowd going, and most importantly, you have an AMAZING voice. We had many
compliments from our guests, so well done!! We had a great time!!
Thanks again,
Carolin
Just a quick note to thank you for your assistance in arranging Blue Wax for our Awards Night.
Nick and Michelle were fantastic on the night and we’ll keep them in mind for future functions.
Please also pass on our thanks to Nick and Michelle.
Thanks again. - Yours in Baseball
Nathan Holmes Head Coach Geelong Baseball Club
"Hey guys! Just wanted to say thank-you for creating such an awesome atmosphere at Four
Points by Sheraton for us uni kiddos! We all had such a ball of fun! Keep it up!
Cheers, Jana xx"…Monash Leadership Conference
Kylie Moxon posted on BLUE WAX Function Duo/Trio’s Wall.
“Thanks for rockin’ out with our guests and us last night! Everyone thought you were
amazing!” Wedding Erskine Mantra

Facebook notification.
Glenda wrote: "HEY HEY thanks Michelle & Nick. You were both so lovely and amazing!! We
loved your music/song choices especially Big Jet Plane & Even When You're Sleeping. We all
had such a fantastic time thanks to you guys
xo Glenda & Paul"
Thank you to Blue Wax, they were fantastic, had everyone up dancing. Played the right music,
not too loud, everyone loved it from 10yo to 75
Jen
To members of “Blue Wax”
I would like to thank you for such a wonderful night - the party was made an unforgettable
experience – we have a lot of feedback from our guests and they all enjoyed dancing and
sometimes singing along to the music!.
We would recommend your band to anyone – should we ever require music for an occasion
again we will surely be in touch.
Thank you
Patricia Lester
Just wanted to drop you a quick email to say thank you for your recommendation and
assistance in booking Nick and Michelle for our wedding. They were fantastic on the night and
we received many comments from various guests during the night. Our night could not have
been better and Blue Wax were a big contributor to that.
Cheers,
Callan and Kate
I didn't get to say thank you to the band on Saturday night if you could pass on our thanks, they
are lovely people and were fantastic ..we received many complements we all loved them, and
the song selections where perfect, thank you so much …what an amazing job they did …such
great talent !
Narelle and Hayden
…to Nick Michelle and Haze Music..We just wanted to write and say a huge THANKYOU !
for replying to all my emails and putting my mind at ease (quite nerve racking booking a band
on the internet!) in the lead up to our wedding. You assured me they were a great band and you
were very right - they were fantastic! Michelle and Nick, we are so impressed by your talent and
thankful to you for the effort you put into making sure it was a great night. Thankyou so much
Michelle for making effort to learn our bridal waltz - you did a wonderful job. Many of our guest
commented on how great you were. You definately had everyone up and dancing!
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou,
Kate & Andrew

(Facebook) Reception Entertainment - Blue Wax acoustic duo
Blue Wax, who I found through the Haze Music management company, were excellent. Michelle
and Nick played a great mix of chilled songs and then really picked the crowd well and the
dance floor was absolutely packed for the rest of the night - money well spent and I'd
recommend them for sure.
I just wanted to send a quick email to thank you for all your help. Our day was prefect. The
band were fantastic. Everyone had fun dancing and commented that they were great. I will
definitely be referring you to friends who are planning a wedding you made it so easy.
Thanks again - Kristy and Adam (Clyde Park )
I just wanted you to pass on my thanks to Blue Wax if possible. They had people up dancing
and were great. Please pass on our gratitude on making our wedding night one to remember
forever!
Thanks, Abbey and Dale
Just wanted to say a huge "THank you for Blue Wax" on Saturday night. They were fantastic.
Could you please pass onto them our appreciation for a fine performance. Our song was just
sensational!
Many thanks again, Fiona and Brendan
Thank you so much for organizing Blue Wax for Alanna’s wedding on Saturday. They were
fantastic!! Could you please pass on our thanks to Nick and Michelle. I would have them every
time!! They certainly helped make the night a huge success.
Sincerely , Angela
We had a fabulous wedding and Blue Wax were excellent. Everyone commented on how good
they were and I would really like to write to them and thank them for their great effort.
Thank you also for all your help in organising the music. We really appreciated your help,
especially during the week of the wedding when the bride and groom were obviously getting
very nervous.
With thanks, Liz and Charlie
Thank you very much for organising the music for our wedding. Nick and Michelle of Blue Wax
were just fantastic! They played a really good selection of music during the sit down meal and
afterwards when lots of people got up to dance. We had a lot of positive comments from family
and friends who also thought the band were great.
It even turns out that Michelle and I played in the Sweethearts together at Matthew Flinders such a small world! Thanks once again and please pass on our appreciation to Nick and
Michelle.
Best Wishes,, Sarah and James

…….It was a fabulous reception even with the venue power failure. Nick and Michelle were
absolutely fantastic. So entertaining. We were so happy with them. We would definitely
recommend them to people. Can you send them our thanks for a fantastic night.
Thank you for all your help.
Kind regards, Jodi and Gus

I just wanted to let you know we really enjoyed Blue Wax who played at our wedding
reception. We had many many positive remarks from our guests who all throughly enjoyed the
evening.
Thank you once again,
Kim.
Thank you so much for your service our wedding reception - it was greatly appreciated and
made our day very special. The music was great and everyone had a fabulous evening. Once
again a big thank you for everything it was really appreciated.
Yours Thankfully, Joanne & Arthur
I am emailing you today on behalf of Nicky and Sam *(as they are lapping up the sun in Bali for
the next 2 weeks!!!!) ..Blue Wax were great thanks, very friendly also. Thanks so much with all
your help, muchly appreciated. The day/night went wonderful for them.
Regards, Kasey (Thanks again)
Dear Blue Wax and Haze,
Thankyou very much for playing at our wedding reception at the Vue Grand last week.
Everyone really enjoyed the band and had a great dance along. We had a lovely night,
and were extremely happy with the band. Many thanks.
Cheers, Jane and James
…We had a fabulous day for our daughters wedding and wanted to let you know that Blue Wax
was fantastic!!!!!!! Everyone commented on how great they were, and they certainly had
everyone dancing!! Could you please pass on our compliments and appreciation for a great
night!!
Kind Regards
Jan - Wedding at Bellarine Estate Winery
Just wanted to pass on my thanks for the outstanding effort Blue Wax did at our wedding on
Saturday night. A lot of people commented on how wonderful they were....which they most
definitely were. Please pass on my appreciation to the guys also.
Thank you so much for all your help as well.
Cheers, Desiree & Blake
Just a quick message, thanks for helping organising Bluewax, Michelle and Nick were
fantastic. They had our guests up dancing all night. Will highly recommend you and the guys to
anyone needing help and a great night.
Cheers, Sal and Trav
…A great night was had by all. We've had plenty of feedback on how much people enjoyed
your act and we think you played a big part in creating a fun atmosphere. We couldn't have
asked for more.

We were extremely happy with the band! They did a fantastic job – their ability to choose the
right song for the right moment was superb.
Thanks again for all your help,
Sarah and William – Werribee Park Mansion
I just wanted to pass on a huge thank you to Blue Wax for their performance at our wedding At
the Heads restaurant. They were amazing and ensured the dance floor was busy all
night. They far surpassed my expectations and we are so glad we booked the drummer as well
Thank you so much for all you help.
Kindest,
Amanda and Lee

